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ABSTRACT 
A low complexity wavelet based image coding algorithm for color 
image compression i s  presented in this papcr. The key re~~ovatioti 
of this algorithm i s  that a small number ol symbol set was 
designcd to convert thc information from the wavclet transform 
domain into a compact data structure for each suhband. The 
scheme works first by color space conversion, followed by 
uniform scalar quantization arid data collver~ion whcrc raster 
scanning ordcr i s  performed for individual subband and quantized 
coefficients are converted into the symbol stream ticcording to the 
dcsifned symbol representation. Two different context l is ts in 
each subband are specified rrom the symhol stream and 
alternalively compressed hy adaptive arithmelic codcr with high 
efficiency. (lolike zerotree coding or i t s  variations which u l i l ix  
the intersubband relationship into i t s  own data representation. our 
work i s  a low complexity intrasubband hased coding [method 
which only addresses the information within the subband. The 
only extension i s  the termination symbols which carry the zcro 
value information towards the end of the sobband or across the 
subbands t i l l  the clid of the image. Compared with the zcrntrcc 
relined schemes, this algorithm rcsults in  competitive PSNR 
values and perccptually high quality images at thc same 
cotnprcssion ratio for color image compression. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Color image compression i s  an important technique to reducc 
the communication bandwidth consumption, especially for 
congested network like Inlernet or low bandwidth 
communication for wireless inultimedia transmission. The 
techniques could also benefit the applications for storage and 
archiving purposes as well. The popularly uscd JPEG [ I ]  i s  
the current standard which i s  based on the block discrete 
cosine transform with run-length encoding procedures. 
When high compression ratio i s  desired, the images have 
been highly degraded because of the significant block 
artifacts which result unacceptable images in certain 
applications. 

Wavelct transform [2][3] based imagc compression 
algorithms [4][5][6] have achieved good cotnprcssion 
performance and been expected to he the core techniquc lor 
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the next generation image coininunication slandard [7]. 
Among all thc approaches, Dr. Shapirds zcrolrcc [4] data 
structure htas been widely uscd and exterided to different 
variations and rclincmcnts [h][X][S]. Further irnprovemcnt 
based on rate-distortion optimization [ X I  or statistical 
analysis 191 i s  also dcveloped undcr zerotree struc[urc. In 
essence, they arc intersubband based approaches where 
intersubband relationship has bccn explored from the 
location similarities and the ancestor and children 
dependency prediction. Contrast to the zcrotrec approach, 
this new algorithm i s  an intrasubband based scheme where 
only information within the subband i s  needed. The only 
exception i s  that the termination symbol i s  designed to 
represent thc information across the subbands. 

Thc algorithm i s  conceptually simple without aildrcssing the 
relalionship across the subbands and easily to implement 
because of thc small number o f  symbol set. Beyond its 
simplicity, i ts performance i s  significantly better than JPEG 
standard and very competitive with the ~cro l rcc 
refinements. This paper i s  organized as follows. In Section 
2, we explain the Stack-Run-End (SRE) compression 
algorithm in detail. In Section 3, we summarize the 
experimcnt results and outline i t s  characteristics w i h  
discussion. Finally, w e  conclude our renovation with 
summary. 

2. THE ALGORITHM 
Wavelet based color image compression includcs following 
stages: color space conversion, wavelet transform, 
quantization, data conversion and entropy coding. Stack- 
Run-End (SRE) compression basically covers the 
quanlization, data conversion and entropy coding 
procedures. 

The sclcction of  the working color domain wi l l  hc discussed 
in Sec 3. for the color space conversion. After the color 
space coiivcr~ion and before the application of h e  stack- 
run-end coding, i t  i s  free of choices of the decomposition 
structures for wavelet transform or so called wavelet 
packcts[lO] to create the information in the wavelet 
domain. Gcncrally speaking, the hierarchical 
decomposition structure of  the wavelet traosform and 
uniform scalar quantization in each subband arc ~ l i c  most 
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rigtire 1. Illustration of the Iransforiii coefficients 
from he perspective view. The raster 
scanning lollows tlic arrow direction. The 
values of the significants are +19, -2 and 
+ I  I. 'The run values arc I ,  0 and 8 with one. 

omnionly performed operations before the application c 
the proposed algorithm. With slight tnodificatiiin, stack- 
run-end algorithm could be implemented Cor different 
wavelet decomposition format and different scalar 
quantization approach as well. 

Based on the observation that the quantized transform 
coefficients arc either zero vducs or nonzero values (called 
significants) with citlier positive or negativc sign. clficicnt 
grouping sctieine and representation for those mcaningful 
information are ncccssary during thc data conversion 
procedure. Our approach is different from JPEC's run 
grouping and similar to [he more advanced approach 
"Stack-Run Coding" \I 1][12]. The refinement ol' Stack- 
Run-End coding i n  this color image compression extends 
Ihc original stack-run syinhol set hy the consideration ol' 
grouping %er0 value coefficients into the termination 
syinhol represenlation, espccially near the end of tlic 
subband. Sincc the termination symbols perform the 
"Ending" action which rcrminatcs tlic infkrmation 
accutnuliitioii within the subband or the image, it is the 
rcason that we suffix "End" will1 "Stack-Run" for (lie 
naming and distinguish their iunctions in the following. 

To make a concise introduction of our algorithm, an 
example in Figure I illustrates the (stack, run, end) concept 
and Figure 2 shows the mapping relationship for stack and 
run. Froni Figure I ,  only three nonzero transform 
coefficients with integer values exist after the uniform 
quantization. The nonzero cocflicien[s are called "stack' 
and the zero values between the stacks are grouped as "run" 
value. For the zero values towards tlic end of the subband 
after the last significant arc specified by the representation 
of the "end-of-suhband" symbol. For certain situation ha t  

. . .  -54-3-2-1 0 I 2 3 4 5 . . .  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

0 I O  I O  0 I O  I OLSR 
1 0 0 . -  + + 0 0 1  + 

t + + M S B  . . -  

(a) 

I 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 l l 1 2  . . .  
I t  I 1  I I  I I l l  I I  

+ .  + . + . + . + . + .  LSB 
+ - - + + - - + + -  + 

(h) 

Figure 2. Mapping rule for (a) stack (b) run values 

+ . . . . +  
MSB 

many high frequency subhands contain no signilican 
coefficients, several consecutive "cnd-of-suhhand" 
symbols towards the end of the image could be simplified 
by an "end-of-image" symbol for the encoding. 

The symbol alphabets in  our context for thc "stack" value 
are denoted as tlic l'ollowing: 

"+": the hinary value I will1 the sign value "+", 
always used in the stack's MSB. 

"-": the binary value 1 with the sign value "-", 
always used in the stack's MSB. 

" I " :  the binary value I ofthc significant cocfficicnt. 
"0": the hinary value 0 of the significant coefficient. 

Two symbols "+" and "-" are used to represent tlic "ruti" 
value. The definitions are: 

"+": the binary value I of  the run value. . "-": the binary value 0 aftlie run value. 

The exception for the run value located at the end of Llie 
subband is used by the termination symbol "EOB". Several 
consecutive BOBS towards [he end of thc image will be 
represented by another termination symbol "EOI". They are 
summarized as the following: 

"EOB": the symbol for those zero values which arc 
between the l a s l  non7,cro signilkant 
coefficient atid the end of the subband. 

"EOI": the symbol for those zero values which are 
between the last nonzero signilkant 
coefficient and the end of tlic image. 
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Mapping 

00+ 
I ...... ...... ...... ....., 

(b) 
Figure 3. (a) The relationship betwcen the transform 

coefficients and the rcconstructed values. T 
is the threshold and p is the stepsize. 
(b) Several positive coefficient mappings 
arc listed. Decimal value is acquired by 
assuming "+I' is the binary value 1. The 
mapping relationship is the same for 
negative value by substituting "+" by "- ". 

~ 

From Figure 3, it shows the relationship between the 
original transform coefficients and quantization value. "T" 
is the threshold and "p" is the stepsize. The value of 
threshold is usually bigger than the stepsize value in order 
to havc wider deadzone which usually depends on the 
fidelity preservation and bandwidth constraints. 
Transformed coefficient will be encodcd only if the value is 
greater than the threshold. Truncation is basically 
performed during the scalar quantization. For values 
between "T" and "T+p", the quantized value is 1 with actual 
value "T". From the symbol mapping at Figure 2 and Figure 
3, "0+" is constructed because there is a need for the binary 
1 (labeled as "+") for the threshold and binary 0 for the step 
size to symbolize the actual value. Since the decimal value 
2 is the initial value for its value representation. the rest of 

the quantized value will also need this shift for the symbol 
conversion. 

So, the significants +19, -2, + I  1 are represented as 20, 3, 12 
decimal value with the sign information on the top o l  the 
stacks. For example, +I9  could be labeled as 00101 (from 
LSB to MSB order) i n  the binary representation. With the 
positive sign information at the MSB, the total 
representation for +I9 is "0010+". The representation for 
the negative value is the same for "-2" as labeled "I-". 

We have noticed at Figurc 2 that the run values arc always 
positive intcgers. To avoid the confusion in context 
representation, the MSB "+" of the run binary 
reprcscntation would bc rcdundant except for the value 
equivalent to 2'-1 where k is an integer. This is a very 
hiportant observation to further facilitatc thc compression 
efficiency and reduce the number of the symbol 
representation. 

From the initial scanning point, there is a zero value before 
"+19", the run value is I .  Since there is no zero value 
between "+19" and "-2", the run value 0 is not encoded. 
Another run value "8" exists between the "-2" and "+I I". 
After the significant value "+I I " ,  lour zero values are left 
till the end ofthe scanning. If this is the end of the subband, 
an EOB symbol is uscd which is regardless of the run value. 
If the situation is no ftirther significant values towards the 
cud of the image, an EO1 symbol is uscd. Assuming this is 
the end of thc subband, the whole symbol strcam could hc 
represented as "+0010+1----001+EOB". At this point, we 
already successfully convert the meaningful information in 
thc subband into a more concise data representation. All the 
conversions arc based on the infiirmation for either stack, 
run or termination symbols. 

Since the information created from above example is either 
stack, run or the termination symhols, it has been examined 
that directly applying one entropy coding scheme for the 
whole symbol strcam could not erficiently compress those 
symbols. To utilize tlic information created from different 
types of data with different symbol distributions, a partition 
of the symbol stream for the best entropy coding is 
necessary. The "location list" and "stack list" are generated 
after the partition according to the following rules: 

Stack list is the list o l  stack symbols ordered 
sequentially from LSB to MSB. However, the LSB 
of the stack is not included. 

Location list is the list ofthe run values with the LSB 
of the adjacent stacks and the termination symbols 
EOB and EOI. 
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According to the above rules, the symbol strcam of the 
example in Figure 1 will he easily separated from 
"+0010+1----001+EOB" into the stack list with the stream 
"010+-01+" and the location list with the stream " t O l - - -  
OEOB" respectively. After this separation, a more compact 
stack and run values are closely related within the similar 
context list. Since the symbol is well defined and uniquely 
distinguishable with the prior information about the image 
size and the decomposition structure at both encoder and 
decoder, there is 110 confusion about the information 
presentation. 

A zeroth order adaptive arithmetic coder [ 131 is applied to 
further compress those two lis& for each subband. The 
coder's counter of the symbol appearance is always reset 
whenever a new location or stack list occurs. The coder 
itself is very siiiiple and the adaptability is very fast givcn 
the small setting of the maximum frequency for the symbol 
appearance. It also considers the local variation of the 
probability dislribution to adjust the frequency order. 
Alternately encoding the stack list and location lis1 for the 
stack-run-end compression, a subband based eiiibedded 
stream could be created for the progressive transmission 
and display. 

3. DISCUSSION 
A huge amount of color image data have been tested under 
this new stack-run-end compression approach. In this image 
set which conlains over hundreds of' color images ranging 
from 64x64 to 736x576, we adopt the advice from 1,141 to 
exclude some over-used images like Lena and pepper. We 
~ r y  to extend the fields and include marc new images with 
wide varieties which are suitable for Internet 
communication and wireless transmission or other similar 
purpose uses. Since the images come from different 
available resources, we expect they can cover wide area of 
applications for color image compression evaluation. Even 
the judgmcnt of compression performance is not niainly 
based on the numerical rnetrics like the peak signal noise 
ratio (PSNR), those numbers are by far the most common 
used and the easiest way For evaluation comparison. In our 
experiments, current standard JPEG and the refinement of 
zerotrce scheme from Said & Pearlman [6] (SPIHT) arc 
also compared. To make the fair comparison, both SRE and 
SPIHT usc the 9-tap/7-tap filter 1151 in the wavelet 
transform and perform the hierarchical decomposition. 
JPEG standard [ 161 is tested under the environment where 
the setting is at the optimized mode. 

Given the testing environment is the personal computer 
with Pentium processor under Window NT 4.0, BMP image 
format with R, G, B channels is the most popular format for 
PC applications. From statistics, the R, G, B color channels 
have high correlation relationship. To decorrclate the 

interrelation, the whole computation has bcen performed 
under the YUV color domain to increase the efficiency. 
Afler the compression, the reconstructed images arc stored 
in the BMP image format for display and evaluation. The 
overall color PSNR performance of various target 
compression ratio at low bit rate from our testing image 
database are summarized and tabulated at Table I .  

In Table I ,  the average color PSNR are calculated for cach 
target bit rate for cach tested image. For each compression 
technique, we get the linal PSNR value by summing all the 
color PSNR numbers and then dividcd by the number of thc 
images. Even those numbers are the overall results which 
do not tell the comprcssion pcrlormance for cach individual 
image, they still disclose [he characteristics of the 
compression tcchniques in tlie numerical sense. We notice 
that SRE and SPIHT arc Far superior to JPEC niethod from 
the color PSNR melric. The PSNR differcnce between SR 
and SPIHT is between a few tenth o f a  dB variation which is 
generally negligible. 

Besides PSNR metric evaluation, we also requested two 
experienced technicians to visually compare the 
reconslructcd images and give the perceptual quality score 
for those three methods at high compression ratio. The 
conclusion is that JPEG produces significant block artifacts 
which is the apparcnt noise from the rcconstructed images. 
SRE and SPIHT have much better image fidelity 
maintenance and both algorithms are very comparable. The 
interesting hchaviors from the SRE and SPIHT 
reconstructed images are that SRE has the better capability 
to maintain tlie details of the object and SPIHT seems to 
keep the color distribution better. 

From Table 1, it can not distinguish the individual image 
compression result under different algorithm. We 
demonstrate an example in  Figurc 4 and Figure 5 to 
illustrate tlie point from tlie perceptual obscrvation. From 
the pictures at both Figures, the reconstructed image from 
JPEG has obvious block artifacts and color distortion. SRE 
and SPIHT have blurred textures hut still maintain the 

Table 1: Compression results from SRE, S&P and JPEC 
methods at the bit rate 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 bpp with the 
compression ratio at 96:1, 48:1, 36:l and 24:l 
respectively. The average of color PSNR from R, G, B 
channels are calculated over 100 color images. 
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(a) Original truck image, 128x128 (b) SRE processed image, PSNR = 25.34dB 

(c) SPIHT processed image, PSNR = 25.61dB 

Figure 4. 

(d) JPEG processed image, PSNR = 17.42dB 

Demonstration of the original 24 bit truck image and the reconstructed images by SRE, SPIHT and 
JPEG methods at the compression ratio 96: I which is equivalent to 0.25 bils per pixel (bpp). 

(a) is the original truck image. (b),(c),(d) arc reconstructed image by SRE, SPIHT and JPEG method 
respectively. 

object structure. In Figure 4, JPEG proccssed image has 
serious color mismatch and degraded to block based 
grayscale image since limited available information for 
each transformed block which could not provide substantial 
information to recover the object within the whole frame. 
But the truck features are maintained from SRE and SPIHT 

and thcre is basically no noticeable difference between SRE 
and SPIHT processed images. If we emphasize the text 
information from the reconstructed images in  Figure 5 ,  it is 
very encouraging that SRE tias much stronger edge details 
than SPIHT and JPEG. This ohscrvation agrccs with the 
conclusion from the visual test. 
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1 (a) Original imaee , size = 496x288 ib) Stack-Run-End orocessed iinaae. color PSNR =23.1 IdB 1 

(c) S&P processed image, color PSNR = 21.03dB 

Figure 5.  Dcinonstratior of the original 24 bit congo image and the rcconstructcd images by SRE, SPIHT and JPEG 
methods at the compression ratio 96: I which is equivalent to 0.25 bits per pixel (hpp). 

(a) is the original congo image. (h),(c),(d) arc reconstructed images by SRE, SPIHT and JPEG method 
respectively. Color PSNR values for all three techniques are also included in (b), (c) and (d). 

(d) JPEG processed image, color PSNR = 21.50dB 

Thcre is also a common critique to rcfer tlic complexity 
issue during the algorithm development. Since the SRE 
codes are not optimized yet, it is still too early to jump to thc 
conclusion about the complexity comparison. In addition, 
thcrc are many other consideration about the issucs in CPU, 
memory or compiler during the realization. From our 
preliminary analysis, SRE coinpression has the similar 
complcxity to the SPIHT method. Both methods are on the 
same scale of the speed with the potential for improvement, 
which are about 2-3 timcs slower than the JPEG method at 
the ciirrc~it version. 

The advantage of tlic termination symbol design for color 
image coding in SRE compression is important at least two 
ways. The first one is that Y channel constructs the most of 
color content information than U, V channels. EOB and EO1 
symbols will bc more often used for U, V channcls which 
can benefit the reduction of the number of symbols in 
conversion. The other one is to speed up the reconstruction 

procedure for the receiver wliicli can sparc the rniniiiium 
waiting time at the decoder. Howevcr, it is very flexible for 
SRE coding if EOB symbol is appendcd after coding each 
subhand Cor other purposes (for example, synchronization) 
or consccutivc EOBs are used without EO1 symbols. The 
codecs already have the sufficient knowledge to specify Llie 
information at hoth sender and receiver witliout any 
confusion. In addition, it is possible to modify the SRE 
algorithm with error control capability to generalize its 
applications for the errvr prone channel communications. 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm: Stack-Run-End 
compression for color image coding. The technique is an 
intrasubband wavelet based approach which is different 
from the zerotrce type based schemes. The algorithm uses a 
small symbol sct to convert the meaningful information of 
the wavclct transform cocfficients into' a concise data 
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structure during the (stack, run, end) conversion. Two types 
of context lists for each subband are alternatively 
compressed by the zeroth order adaptive arithmetic coder 
with high efficiency. The bit stream has the progressive 
transmission property since it is organized at the subband 
order. Our experiment results shows that our approach is 
very competitive to the refinement of zerotree type 
schemes. From perceptual viewing test, high detail fidelity 
maintenance of the color images is achieved by our 
techniques. 
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